594	DEFINITIONS
Just as the persona is an entity, which often appears to
constitute the whole character of a m<m, even accompany-
ing him practically without change throughout his entire
life, so the soul is also a definitely circumscribed entity,
with a character which may prove unalterably firm
and independent, Hence, it frequently offers itself to
characterization and description,
As regards the character of the soul, my experience
confirms the validity of   the   general   principle that it
maintains, on the whole, a complementary relation to the
outer character*   Experience teaches us that the soul is
wont to contain all those general human qualities the
conscious attitude lacks.   The tyrant tormented by bad
dreams, gloomy forebodings, and inner fears, is a typical
figure,   Outwardly inconsiderate, harsh, and unapproach-
able, he is inwardly susceptible to every shadow, and
subject   to   every fancy, as   though he were the least
independent,   and   the   most   impressionable,   of  men,
Thus his soul contains those general human qualities of
suggestibility and weakness which are wholly lacking in
his outer attitude, or persona,    Where the persona is
intellectual, the soul is quite certainly sentimental.   That
the complementary character of the soul is also concerned
with the sex-character  is a fact which can no longer
seriously be doubted,   A very feminine woman has a
masculine soul, and a very manly man a feminine soul,
This opposition is based upon the fact that a man, for
instance, is ijtot in all things wholly masculine, but has
also certain feminine traits.   The more manly his outer
attitude, the more will his womanly traits be effaced;
these then appear in the soul.   This circumstance explains
why it is that the very manly men are most subject to
characteristic weaknesses; their attitude to the unconscious
has a womanly weakness and impressionability.    And,
vice versa, it is often just the most womanly women who,

